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Season Three (1985-86)

When Season Three made its way to TV screens across 
the world, the Warriors of the Cosmos franchise was at the 
height of its popularity. Kilamir and Grabbo Toys were 
both sitting pretty, with money rolling in left and right. 
They had a long-term success on their hands and both 
companies were ready, willing and able to keep that train 
rolling by giving their young fans exactly what they were 
clamoring for: more! More toys, more miscellaneous mer-
chandise, more episodes… more everything. 

Season One had proven to be a big hit, but Grabbo was 
strangely reluctant to invest too heavily in the second 
wave of figures for Season Two. The thought was that 
many shows go through a “sophomore slump” and they 
wanted to be well prepared for such a possibility. By 

being conservative, they would minimize any monetary 
ill effects should that transpire. The sophomore slump 
never happened. Needless to say, when it was time to start 
producing toys for Season Three, the company went all in. 
The production values improved exponentially, includ-
ing the sculpt quality and the “cool” factor of the action 
features and accessories.

Former Grabbo toy designer, Franco Moss, said, “We had 
a field day creating the toys in the third batch! We always 
worked closely with Gerald Peevey, so when he brought 
in the new character sketches and blurbs, our eyes lit up. 
Blood-Boiler was my favorite one to design. How can 
your heart not start beating faster when someone tells you 
to design a figure that has visible organs in his chest… 
and that we have the budget to make them throb and for 
blood to run through it all? That’s what dreams are made 
of. Bigwig was a great deal of fun too. The swappable head 
tops was Gerald’s idea, but we were the ones who got to 
work all the logistics out. Komputarr was another favorite 
among the crew due to the way his eyes and mouth lit 
up and the buttons on his back that triggered computer 

sounds when pushed. And then there’s Velcron who was 
covered in Velcro so kids could stick him onto surfaces. 
Just cool, crazy stuff.” 

Kilamir stepped up their game too. More attention was 
paid to script quality as well as the animation. The end 
result was a show that was consistently superior to the 
competition. This was no small feat considering how 
many remarkable shows were on the air at that point.
The stories told in the episodes had become more nu-
anced and appealed to older audiences as well. This was 
an intentional move on the part of Kilamir. Former CEO 
Matthew Linus explained, “When the show first started, 
our target audience was between [the ages of] 8 and 10, so 
after three years, the fans of the show were between 11 and 
13. That doesn’t sound like much of a difference, but at that 
age, every year makes a huge difference in their interests 
and needs. We made the decision to make the stories more 
sophisticated for the original fans, but still making it acces-
sible and entertaining for the younger set as well.” 

Ratings stayed strong throughout the entire season and the 
merchandise was flying off the shelves. The brand was rid-
ing higher than ever. The future held limitless possibilities.

“There was an unprecedented sense of optimism in the 
studio,” said series animator Ricky Vaughan, “and it was 
an exciting time, looking back. The world was our oyster, 
as the old saying goes. We were getting paid more than 
most animators in the field and I know the others were 
too; the writers, production assistants and the rest. It was 
across the board. Perhaps the coolest thing was that they 
loosened the reins a bit and let us all go wild with our cre-
ativity. I guess they figured we must be doing something 
right, so we may as well give them even more of it. We 
did, too. But all this extra good stuff had its consequences. 
The hours we worked were insane. Insane. But we didn’t 
care. Not one tiny bit. My girlfriend at the time sure wasn’t 
happy about it though.” 

New Heroes
With seven new heroes to showcase, the show’s collec-
tion of characters was growing. Many fans consider this 
wave of characters to be the strongest of all, even more 
so than the original line-up. It also contains a hero that 
is perhaps the quirkiest character of all: Headspin. Even 
though he appeared only once, he remains among the 
most discussed and debated Guardian of Iconia.

• Headspin (page xx)
• Komputarr (page xx)
• Patty Wagon (page xx)
• Snap-Yap (page xx)

• Trailblazor (page xx)
• Tuff-Tusk (page xx)
• Velcron (page xx)

New Villains
The antagonists that debuted in Season Three are spoken 
of with great reverence by fans of the franchise. They were 
creative and integrated well with the existing villains. Plus,  
two of them don’t have any connection to the Blackskull 
Empire at all.

• Bigwig (page xx)
• Bloodboiler (page xx)
• Bog-Frog (page xx)

• Master Gorot (page xx)
• Ob-Noxious (page xx)
• Sharkbite (page xx)

New Vehicles

• 3MX (page xx)
• Boom Bus (page xx)

• Monsteruck (page xx)
• Ninjavan (page xx)

New Playsets

• Patty Wagon’s Base (pg. xx) • Bigwig’s Floating Palace 
        (pg. xx)
• Blackskull Air Base (pg. xx)
• Master Gorot’s Lair (pg. xx)
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About Headspin
In one of series’ most bizarre episodes, very little of 
the action involved any of the established heroes of 
Iconia. Instead, it focused on a small boy who lived 
in what would best be described as the “slums” of 
Haven. An unidentified cloaked villain (many speculated 
that it was Ob-Noxious in disguise), was terrorizing this child and his family. There was a not-so-subtle inference of the 
villain being a cartoon version of a drug dealer. Several times, as the villain was seen lurking in the distance, the urban 
hero known as Headspin would drive up in his Boom Bus, blasting generic breakdancing music. In the final minutes of 
the episode, the villain finally corners the boy and is shaking him down, as Headspin shows up once again to save the 
day with his breakdance inspired fighting style, scaring away the generic minions and the villain. Inexplicably, as the last 
villain runs off in defeat, Azlara and Lorxan show up to join in the breakdancing fun. Headspin explains why talking to 
strangers is a bad idea, and neither the Boom Bus or Headspin are ever seen again. The episode was not well received at 
the time, though its sheer strangeness has made it a fan favorite in recent years.

Headspin wields Drumchuks (drum stick nunchucks) and is accompanied by his streetwise companion, Beat Fox. 

Headspin was intended to be a mail-in figure, but the mail-in offers never materialized. Copies of the figure at conven-
tions are rare and incredibly valuable. 
 

Traits
WHIRLWIND HEADSPIN ATTACK 6 
   (Action Feature)
BEATFOX 4 (Companion: COMBAT 1, 
   STEALTH 2, MOVE [Run] 2, THINK 1)
DRUMCHUKS 3 (Accessory) 
ACROBATIC 3
AGILE 3
LUNARWALK 3
ROBOT DODGE 3

Headspin3

Qualities
Breakdancing Urban Warrior
Hero of the people
 Inspiring speech

About Komputarr
Originally built as a simple treasurer and record-keeper for Haven’s 
government, Komputarr proved to be much, much more when Wee-
zlor had stealthily slipped into the vault room. The man-computer was 
the only person on location and there was no time to sound the alarm. 
He utilized his vast intelligence and his surprising aim to defeat and 
capture the villain. King Rastor saw potential in him as a Guardian of 
Iconia and offered him a spot.

Komputarr has seemingly infinite information stored in his memory banks. That alone makes him useful for almost 
any mission imaginable. He can analyze almost anything and tell you the probable outcome. What he lacks, however, is 
imagination and ingenuity. Everything with him is linear. This can be both a blessing and a curse. 

Traits
COMPUTER BRAIN 6 (Action Feature, +2 with 
   numbers or figures)
STURDY FRAME 5 (Situational Setback - DN of 
   task is +2 when dealing with his fragile head)
DEFENSIVE SHOCK FIELD 4
HARD DRIVE LASER BEAM 3 (Deplete - Traits 
   related to coordination and physical power)
TARGETING SYSTEM 3
COOL ELECTRONIC VOICE 2
TRIES TO UNDERSTAND HUMANS 2

Komputarr3

Qualities
Humanoid Computer
No imagination
Linear thinker
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About Patty Wagon
Iconia can be a lawless place. This is especially true of the areas further away from Haven. Criminals and cretins of all 
stripes flee to the outer fringes of civilization. It’s a good thing, then, that the relentless bounty hunter known as Pat-
ty Wagon scours the land for lawbreakers, bringing them to Haven in the Justice Seeker, a small hover vehicle with a 
one-person cell in the back. 

Where did she come from? Why does she do what she does? Exactly who is she? Those are all good questions, but the 
fact is that nobody knows the answers to them. She is enigmatic, not to mention tight-lipped, so she isn’t exactly forth-
coming with the personal details. What is known is that she wears a badge on her chest, despite not actually belonging 
to any known organization. When asked about it, she either ignores the question or gives a vague answer. This bizarre 
behavior leads many to believe that she’s a bit off her rocker. Regardless, Patty Wagon is ruthlessly effective at what she 
does and that’s good enough for King Rastor.

Traits
COMBAT EXPERT 4
FEARLESS 4
“JUSTICE SEEKER” 3 (Vehicle - Minor)
LAWBRINGER PISTOL 3 (Accessory)
DOGGED DETERMINATION 3
STUN BATON 2 (Accessory, Advantage - If it 
   causes a Setback Token, the victim’s next action 
   must be re-rolled if successful)
INTIMIDATING PRESENCE 2 (+2 vs. lawbreakers)
NOTICES EVERYTHING 2
PILOTING 2

Patty Wagon3

Qualities
Roving Law-Woman 
Enigmatic
A little “out there”

STURDY FRAME 7, FAST 2 (Air; Disad-
vantage - Can’t hover more than two meters 
off the ground), RELIABLE 2

“Justice Seeker”
Hover Vehicle
Open-Topped 
One-Person Holding Cell

About Snap-Yap
After crash landing on Iconia, this Floranian astronaut 
desperately tried to repair his shuttle, but to no avail. The 
materials he needed just weren’t in his possession. He went 
in search of the necessary materials and met a blue-skinned 
psychic named Zelya along the way. The two fell in love almost immediately. His desire to return to his home world four 
galaxies away dwindled more and more until he made the decision to stay on Iconia for the rest of his years. The couple 
had found true happiness. Sadly, it wouldn’t last.

Master Gorot had learned of Zelya’s psychic powers and sent his minions to capture her. Snap-Yap fought valiantly, but 
he was vastly outnumbered. They left him for dead and delivered the hapless woman to their lord. She remains impris-
oned, but her location is a mystery. Snap-Yap has traveled all over the planet in search of her and eventually met the 
Guardians of Iconia. He was asked to join with the promise that they would assist him in his quest.

Snap-Yap is a talented combatant, but tends to utilize his brains to accomplish whatever task lies before him whenev-
er possible. His Venus flytrap-like mouth is exceptionally powerful and is capable of demolishing concrete blocks and 
bending steel.

While Snap-Yap is a friendly fellow, he doesn’t comprehend humor. He tries to tell jokes but his inability to understand 
comedy ensures that these jokes are either lame or nonsensical. Still, he continues to try.

Traits
FLYTRAP MOUTH 6 (Action Feature, +2 vs. 
   non-sentient targets, Advantage - Can chew up 
   and digest almost any substance)
VINEY ARMS 4 (+2 when grappling)
ASTRONAUT 3
PROBLEM SOLVER 3
PISTOL 2 (Accessory)
AFFABLE 2
CAPABLE FIGHTER 2
MECHANIC 1 (+2 when repairing flying vehicles)

Snap-Yap3

Qualities
Floranian Astronaut
Humor eludes him
Obsessed with rescuing Zelya

+1 Oomph
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About Trailblazor
With most of his tribe being used as slaves by Nekrottus, the 
Yupor’uh known as Trailblazor has forsaken his his people’s code 
against utilizing technology. When he was very young, he watched 
as the few who remained free fruitlessly staged one rescue attempt 
after another. He knew that they could never be released from 
their chains without the use of high-tech weapons and gear. It was the only way.

Approaching King Rastor, the young scout asked to be trained in the ways of technology. Being the compassionate soul 
that he is, Rastor brought him into the fold, so to speak, and allowed him to learn how to implement technology to 
make him more efficient. He also agreed to help free the Yupor’uh if at all possible. 

Trailblazor is ever the effective scout. He uses his personal power glider to quickly and quietly traverse virtually any 
terrain imaginable. His techno-bow makes no sound at all, which helps him out when subtlety is of the essence… which 
is most of the time for a scout.

Traits
SWIFT AND NIMBLE 6
TECHNO-BOW 5 (Accessory, Advantage - Silent)
POWER-GLIDER 4 (Accessory, Advantage - Silent)
STEALTHY SCOUT 4 (+2 in plains-like terrain)
TRACKING 4
KNIFE 2 (Accessory)

Trailblazor3

Qualities
Yupor’uh Tribesman
Fascinated by technology
Vows to free his people

About Tuff-Tusk
Created by Nekrottus’ dark magic deep in the bowels 
of the Fortress of Gloom, Tuff-Tusk was intended to be a 
plant. He was to pretend to be a heroic warrior in order 
to become accepted by King Rastor and the Guardians of 
Iconia, all the while informing Nekrottus of their plans and 
actions. The evil tyrant made one cardinal mistake, howev-
er, by accidentally giving him a conscience. This conscience 
eventually got the better of him and he came clean to King 
Rastor and offered his services to him.

Understandably, Rastor was reluctant to trust Tuff-Tusk, 
as were the other Guardians. He left Haven with his head hanging low due to the shame he felt for allowing himself to 
be Nekrottus’ puppet for so long. Fortunately, a short time later, fate gave him a shot at redemption when he witnessed 
Blood-Boiler, Vileheart and Buzzard Man on the verge of capturing a wounded Sir Castic. He sprung into action and 
fended the evil-doers off until help could arrive. Having shown himself to be a true warrior of Good, he was accepted 
into the Guardians of Iconia with open arms.

Traits
JAW-DROPPING STRENGTH 7 (Action Feature)
RUGGED SKIN 5 (+2 vs. blunt attacks)
ROUGH-LOOKING CLUB 4 (Accessory)
SWIMMING 3 (Advantage - Can hold breath 
   for hours)
HEROIC THROUGH-AND-THROUGH 3
LEAPING 3

Tuff-Tusk3

Qualities
Walrus-like Powerhouse
Has a strong conscience
Wants to prove his loyalty
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About Velcron
Velcron was brought into the Guardians of Iconia 
fold by Merlis himself, who found him in Subterrania 
while hunting for spell components. The wizard was 
being stalked by a mushroom-like creature when Vel-
cron came seemingly from out of nowhere and forced 
it to flee. The two became fast friends in a very short time. Merlis knew in his heart that Velcron would make a stellar 
Guardian of Iconia and he has been proven right on many occasions.

With the ability to adhere to most surfaces, there’s practically no limits to where he can go. This ability is granted by the 
short, stubbly fuzz that covers almost his entire body (represented on the toy by Velcro covering the largest portion of 
the action figure). He is also remarkably agile and possesses great strength. Between his fuzz, dexterity and power, few 
people on Iconia can match his climbing proficiency.

The one downside of his adhesive powers is that he sticks to everything his body comes into contact with, which led to 
many humorous moments in the series. He wasn’t a comic relief character, but his presence sometimes added levity to 
otherwise serious scenes.

Traits
STICKY BODY FUZZ 5 (Action Feature, 
   Advantage - Adheres to everything he touches  
   but wears retractable high-tech gloves)
BULL OF A MAN 4
HARSH ENVIRONMENT SURVIVAL 3 (+2 in 
   subterranean environments; +2 in marshy 
   environments)
LONG SWORD 3 (Accessory; Advantage - 
   Telescoping blade)
LIGHT ON HIS FEET 3
THROW CAUTION TO THE WIND 3
DARKNESS VISION 2
OCCASIONAL COMEDY 1

Velcron3

Qualities
Adhesive Warrior
Sticks to everything he touches
Friends with Merlis

About Bigwig
Organized crime is an unheard-of concept on Iconia. Or at least it was before the inter-galactic mob boss named Bigwig 
arrived and set up shop above the planet in her space-vessel-turned-floating-palace. Bigwig is a cyborg with inter-
changeable head-tops. Each one she puts on gives her a different ability useful in her dubious occupation. One head-top 
has a built-in laser gun that can pop up. Another one contains a small helicopter blade, allowing her to make quick 
escapes. Yet another gives her the power of invisibility. 

Bigwig is a callous and driven woman whose ambitions are such that she would gladly betray her own mother if it 
meant earning a proverbial quick buck. Her only loyalty is to herself and that loyalty is absolute! Her hoodlums and 
trigger-men travel about in small two-man skyships called Getaway Cruisers. Bigwig travels in a similar, but larger and 
more impressive, skyship that she refers to as the Scarlet Stranger.

Nearly every 1940s-era gangster stereotype imaginable applies to Bigwig. She uses “tough guy” slang straight out of films 
noir, she wears fedoras and she has affected a New York accent. 

Traits
SWITCHABLE HEAD-TOPS 5 (Versatile; 
Disadvantage - No sub-Trait can be used simul-
taneously; POP-UP LASER HEAD-TOP [Action 
Feature], HELICOPTER HEAD-TOP, INVISIBIL-
ITY HEAD-TOP; 3 undefined slots)
“SCARLET STRANGER” 4 (Vehicle - Moderate)
BOSSY 4
CRIMINAL MIND 4
CYBORG BODY 4
WILL OF IRON 4
TOUGH TALKER 3

Bigwig3

Qualities
Cyborg Boss
Loyal only to herself
Callous and driven

FAST AS LIGHTNING 4 (Air), 
MANEUVERABLE 2, ARMORED 5, 
LASER EMPLACEMENT 4

“Scarlet Stranger”
Skyship
Cargo hold
Escape pod
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About Blood-Boiler
“Gruesome” and “disturbing” are the two most apt words one could 
use to describe the strange being called Blood-Boiler. Due to an un-
canny birth defect, the skin on the front portion of this brute’s torso 
is transparent. Anyone casting their gaze upon him will see all his 
internal organs on full display; an unsettling sight to say the least.

While he is associated with the Blackskull Empire, Blood-Boiler isn’t a full-fledged member. “Freelance operative” best 
sums up his role. When Nekrottus needs a hulking behemoth to perform some dirty work for him, he sends out his 
henchmen to search for him with the hope that he’ll agree to whatever mission they have in store for him. If the job 
involves beating people up and causing chaos, he’s usually all in. 

That said, Blood-Boiler is beastly, but he’s no dummy and will turn Nekrottus’ jobs down flat if he feels they aren’t in his 
best interest (or if there isn’t enough violence incolved). He speaks fairly well, but inserts “yargle-largle-largle” randomly 
among his words. 

Traits
UNSETTLING APPEARANCE 4 (Action Feature)
POWERHOUSE 5
SHRUGS OFF DAMAGE 5
INTIMIDATION 3
WANDERER 3 
UNEXPECTED INTELLIGENCE 2

Blood-Boiler3

Qualities
Brute-for-Hire
Shrewd businessman
Randomly peppers his words with 
        “yargle-largle-largle”.

About Bog-Frog
The blackhearted Bog-Frog is as wicked as 
anyone in Iconia. His cruelty is legendary, as 
is his hatred of “filthy humans”. He is the most 
menacing wretch ever to emerge from the 
Haunted Marsh… and that’s saying some-
thing! How he joined the Blackskull Empire is 
anyone’s guess, as it was never disclosed in the series. What is known, however, is that Bog-Frog doesn’t like Nekrottus 
and the feeling is mutual on Nekrottus’ end. They only tolerate each other because out of necessity. Bog-Frog’s nasti-
ness and efficiency has proven to be a valuable asset to the Blackskull Empire time and time again. Similarly, having 
the Blackskull Empire’s resources has benefitted Bog-Frog greatly. So in spite of their disdain for one another, they have 
learned to coexist for their individual gain.

Bog-Frog is an amphibious being who is as good at swimming as he is as using his insanely strong legs to leap great 
distances. In combat, he uses dirty tricks, a homemade spear gun and his long, prehensile tongue to gain an edge over 
his enemies. 

Traits
POWERFUL LEGS 5 (Action Feature)
DIRTY TRICKS 4
SCRATCH-BUILT SPEARGUN 3 (Accessory)
AMPHIBIOUS 3 
PREHENSILE TONGUE 3
ARMOR 2
SLIMY SKIN 2

Bog-Frog2

Qualities
Amphibious Wretch
Loathes humans
Hatred of Nekrottus
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About Master Gorot
Operating from a remote lodge in the Craggs and the caverns that lie beneath it, Master Gorot is a force to be reckoned 
with. Even Nekrottus leaves him alone. His sorcery is said to be nearly without limits, making him a fearsome enemy. It’s 
not just his dire wizardry that is formidable; he also has hundreds—possibly thousands—of black-robed followers, many 
of which are sorcerers as well. They are fanatical and absolutely loyal to him. His right-hand man, Dolsyren, is a jittery, 
awkward man who dresses in tattered, earth-toned attire. He takes care of the place while Master Gorot is away. Addi-
tionally, he has a sinister black dog who attacks anyone Goroy commands him to.

Master Gorot is a contemptible being with dark agendas unknown to all but Dolsyren and himself. He speaks in a dra-
matic manner, his arms gesturing ominously all the while. He doesn’t like being disturbed and will react harshly toward 
interlopers. He simply doesn’t approve of such interference. 

Unlike most of the villains on the series, Master Gorot hasn’t aligned himself with Nekrottus. In fact, he thinks of the 
tyrant as something of a nuisance, but tolerates his existence because he offers a distraction for the rest of Iconia. After 
all, if they are engaged in a power struggle with Nekrottus, they’ll be too preoccupied to obstruct his activities. 

Traits
ESOTERIC SORCERY 6 (Versatile: PURPLE 
   ENERGY WHIP [Action Feature, +2 vs. 
   characters with Traits that represent artificial 
   armor], MIND CONTROL [Area], MIND 
   BLAST; 4 undefined slots)
ALL-KNOWING 5
“DEVIL DOG” 4 (Companion - Dog; COMBAT 3)
CHARISMATIC 4
MYSTERIOUS 4
“DOLSYREN” 2 (Companion - Human; 
   STEALTH 1, THINK 1, MANIPULATE 1)
ROBE OF PRIMAL DARKNESS 4 (Versatile: 
   TELEPORTATION, FORCE FIELD; 4 undefined 
   slots) 

Master Gorot4

Qualities
Fearsome Sorcerer
Dramatic body language
Territorial
Reclusive
Refuses to ally with anyone
Leads a huge cult

About Ob-Noxious
What’s that rancid odor? Chances are, Ob-Noxious 
is nearby. 

Ob-Noxious is exactly what his name implies. That is 
to say he smells awful! It seems fitting that his person-
ality matches his name as well… he’s obnoxious as all get-out. 
He butts in on conversations, snatches food from other people’s 
plates, cuts in line, belches loudly, and makes rude and unfunny jokes.

One may wonder why Nekrottus keeps him around. That’s easy! He keeps him in his employ because, in spite of his 
odious demeanor, Ob-Noxious gets the job done. His power armor is dented and stained and dirty and battered, but it 
grants him a significant boost in strength and makes him nearly impervious to damage. Additionally, the generator on 
his back whips up toxic smoke that is then released through the exhaust tubes on his armor’s forearm pieces.

Traits
FILTHY POWER ARMOR 5 (Versatile: 
   PROTECTION [Advantage - Sealed environment],  
   TOXIC SMOKE PROJECTORS [Action Feature],  
   STRENGTH ENHANCEMENT; 3 undefined slots)
INCONSIDERATE PERSONALITY 2

Ob-Noxious2

Qualities
Disgusting Minion of Nekrottus
Terrible hygiene
Mannerless
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About Sharkbite
Dwelling in the depths of the Verilius Ocean, 
the Finnars were once a common sight. One 
hundred years ago, a plague decimated most 
of their population. They’ve been in decline as a 
civilization ever since. One Finnar planned to change all that: the powerful warrior named Sharkbite. He 
learned that there was a rare plant somewhere on Iconia that could halt the effects of the plague so that his 
people could once again thrive.

Without even an ounce of hesitation, Sharkbite ventured onto dry land in search of this elusive plant. What he 
found instead was trouble, in the form of Nekrottus and his Blackskull Empire. When the aquatic hero inter-
vened in one of Nekrottus’ plans, the evil despot used his dreadful magic to corrupt him and bring him under 
his control. 

Traits
CHOMP ATTACK 5 (Action Feature)
SWIMMING 5 (Advantage - Can breathe 
   underwater)
SHARK STRENGTH 5
THICK SKIN 4 (When this Trait is used to 
   avoid a Setback Token, roll a die. If a 9-12 is 
   rolled, the attack hit his armored chest plate, 
   adding 2 to the Trait’s rating.)
FINNAR PISTOL 3 (Accessory, +2 underwater)
CYBERNETIC EYES 2
PRIMAL ROAR 2

Sharkbite3

Qualities
Aquatic Henchman
Corrupted and controlled by Nekrottus
Was once a noble hero
Needs to be in water often

Traits
MAKES PEOPLE WANT TO DANCE 5 (Area)
PLAYS ACTUAL MUSIC 5 (Area)
LARGE 5 
ARMORED 4
ROOF MOUNT 3 (Accessory)
CITY TRANSPORT 3 (Mode of Travel: Land)

Boom Bus

Qualities
Auditory Personnel Transport
Intimidates villains
Brings joy to urban areas

About the Boom Bus
Headspin’s signature vehicle was a working boom box 
that came with a cassingle. Side one contained several 
generic breakdancing songs, while side two contained 
the Warriors of the Cosmos theme as well as several 
songs to be played as the heroes entered battle. Picture 
a school bus yellow boom box, with some urban graffiti 
on it, a cockpit in the front large enough to hold one 
driver and two other figures, on wheels, and you have 
a decent idea of what the Boom Box looked like. The 
top of the boom box had pegs so several heroes, or Beat 
Fox, could stand atop it as it entered battle.

Traits
OFF-ROAD 4 (Mode of Travel: Rough Terrain)
SHREDDING 4 (Mode of Travel: Land)
TRICKS 3 (Mode of Travel: Air)
NUMBER PLATE SHIELD 3

3MX

Qualities
Three-Wheeled Off Road Transport
Gravity-defying stunt
People-powered

About the 3MX
BMX bikes were all the rage, but toy designers real-
ized that two wheeled vehicles didn’t stand up on their 
own, thus they created the three wheeled 3MX. Each 
toy came with stickers so owners could customize the 
number-plate, each warrior of Iconia had their own 
3MX complete with custom number-plate. The episodes 
that strongly featured the 3MX focused on BMX style 
stunts, as well as showed the villainous vehicles running 
out of fuel, while the people-powered 3MX were able to 
continue on.
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Traits
MONSTER MOUTH 5 (Action Feature)
4X4 ALL-TERRAIN MOVEMENT 5 (Mode of 
   Travel: Land)
RUGGED 4
CRUSH 3 (+2 to Vehicles) 
JUMP 3 (Disadvantage - Must go over ramp)

Monsteruck

Qualities
Monster Truck
Crushes other vehicles
Loud

About the Monsteruck
The villainous Monsteruck was a Monster Truck designed 
to crush the puny vehicles of the Warriors of Iconia. 
Monsteruck had an operating mechanical mouth in front, 
and could hold one driver and one additional character in 
the bed of the truck. Fans clamored for heroic response to 
Monsteruck, but it never appeared.

Traits
SHURIKEN LAUNCHER 4 (Action Feature)
STURDY 4
RELIABLE 3 (Mode of Travel: Land)
ROOM INSIDE 3
SLIDING DOOR 2

Ninjavan

Qualities
Villainous Ground Transport
Roof mounts
All-black

About the Ninjavan
A mini-van for the bad guys! You bet! Yes, it was painted 
black, and was able to shoot shurikens, but no one has 
ever thought minivans were cool, and the Ninjavan was 
no exception. It was pretty lame.

Traits
CROSSBOW 5 (Action Feature)
JAIL CELL 4
PERSONAL STRONGHOLD 4

Patty Wagon’s Base
About Patty Wagon’s Base
The smallest playset in the line, Patty Wagon’s base was 
essentially just a tiny (7 inches tall and 4 inches wide) 
stronghold that looked a bit like a castle tower, com-
plete with parapets on the roof and a giant crossbow 
device for Patty to operate. The entirety of the strong-
hold’s interior was devoted to a bare bones jail cell. 
Though it was modest in size and special features, it 
was among the best sculpted of all the playsets.

Traits
SUMMONING CIRCLE 6 (Action Feature; 
   Oomph Powered)
GOROT’S INNER SANCTUM 7
TOME-FILLED SHELVES 3 (+2 for any magics; 
   Fickle)
LIVING QUARTERS 3
THE LODGE 3

Master Gorot’s Lair
About Master Gorot’s Lair
Deep in the Craggs lies Master Gorot’s despicable lair, 
where he and his followers perform arcane rituals 
for their inhuman magic. The compound revolves 
around what he refers to as the lodge; an adobe struc-
ture that acts as his living quarters and inner sanc-
tum. It is filled with shelf after shelf of dusty tombs 
from ancient times! Another important feature of the 
compound is an exterior summoning circle made of a 
large circular concrete platform with six poles jutting 
up from its edges. A chunky stone slab with runes 
etched on its sides sits near one of the edges of the 
slab; that is where Gorot himself lies during extremely 
complicated rituals.

Traits
FLOATING 6 (Action Feature)
BIGWIG’S HEADQUARTERS 4
WALL-MONITOR 3 (+2 when used for scrying)
CONTROL PANELS 3
DESK 2
HIDDEN PLANS 2 (One-Shot)
TRANSPARENT FORCE FIELD 2

Bigwig’s Floating Palace
About Master Gorot’s Lair
This playset was essentially a disc-like platform with a 
transparent stand to make it look as if it was floating. 
On top of the platform is a central building, suppos-
edly Bigwig’s headquarters. It has a wall monitor, 
control panels and a desk that looks like something 
from an old film noir. Around the edges are various 
weapon pods, presumably so her followers can rub 
out anyone who gets too close. Originally, the playset 
was going to have a clear dome that could be placed 
over the platform, but budget restraints kept that 
from happening in the end.
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Traits
DARK METAL SHIELDING 7 (+2 to block or 
   deflect fire from small energy weapons)
INTERLOCKING DOCKING BEAMS 6
CARGO WAGON 6
BLACK ENERGY BATTERY BOX 5 (Accessory)
CONTROL CABIN 4
MOVEABLE STAIRS 4 
SPIKE-LIKE ANTENNAE 2 (Accessory)

Blackskull Empire Air Base
Blackskull Empire Air Base
This medium-sized playset, though never very popular 
as a toy item and somewhat rare, came out at the end 
of Season Three, and was cleverly devised as a versatile, 
quickly assembled villain add-on base to include parts of 
the Blackskull Empire’s typical structures seen in the car-
toon. It helped to make the Blackskull Empire’s resources 
look slightly more impressive and intimidating in toy 
form. After the Warriors of the Cosmos line had already 
got several vehicles designed specifically for the villains, 
and it was clear that the bad guys had an “empire” and 
not just one secret base or headquarters, toy designers 
came up with a great set of smaller plastic parts that 
helped simulate the idea of several well-organized and 
efficient bases: all the flying vehicles so far made for the Blackskull Empire villains could be placed along or next to 
the docking area that formed a six-pointed star on the ground when all the parts were snapped together, just so it 
looked like they were being repaired, cleaned, refilled and refueled as at an air base. A toy vehicle could be attached 
to a peg on the end of any of the beams, or simply be positioned next to it, and it would still look connected. Since 
the existing vehicles could be rearranged on the beams in any order, and several kids with Warriors of the Cosmos 
toys could use the air base together, it had quite a lot of long-term play value. Two or three of the villain action 
figures could be made to stand at panels in the small control cabin, overseeing the action. You did not even need 
to set up the entire six-pointed star shape, instead using just two or even one of the crude horizontal beams, and 
the cabin on a scaffold next to it. So, the docking station would always move around and change in size. The four 
stylized, almost spear-like antennae were loose parts with bases that could go anywhere. They could also form a 
square in the middle, if you stuck them into holes in the beams instead. 

A narrow gangway with four tiny wheels in its base could be attached elegantly to the cabin portion, or moved 
around effortlessly to any of the vehicles at the base. Of course, children at home could also move these stairs 
to objects like a nearby cabinet or sofa, or just a cardboard box. A cargo wagon, not entirely scaled to the action 
figures and not much bigger than a “shopping cart” with Blackskull Empire symbols on it, was originally placed 
below the control cabin. It could fit in there or between the beams, the cabin, and the gangway, in any order. The 
battery box piece was entirely black and included only to suggest that this was an energy cell or other vital cargo 
for the villains’ vehicles. It could fit inside the cart, i.e. the cargo wagon.

It is widely believed that Grabbo Toys did not sell very many units of this playset, and soon exchanged it for some-
thing else in their catalog, because kids felt it wasn’t aggressive-looking or action-packed enough. After all, they 
didn’t use Warriors of the Cosmos to play “airport,” and the set did not include a new interesting-looking cannon, 
a trap door or other gadget. It was basically just generic support, and required that the kids already owned at least 
one or two of the more expensive vehicles. With a playset of this sort, it is also not hard to guess that it has become 
hard to find in complete form, with none of the small movable parts missing or damaged.


